Incorporating Natural Energy Medicine into your Practice.
Magnetic Organs
(Part 22)

Magnetic Organs, did you even know you had one? Baker showed that all living beings have a
“magnetic organ” in the posterior wall of the Ethmoid sinus, in front of the pituitary gland (Baker,
Sheldon, 1988; Walcott, 1979; walker, 1984)
The total-body effects of the external electrical environment in humans and animals is mediated
through at least two highly specific internal organs: the “magnetic organ” composed of magnetite
crystals Fe3O4, a naturally occurring loadstone found in the brain (Dunn 1995; Kirschivink, 1992)
and the Pineal gland, the “third eye” which is part of the brain very light responsive, and controls
moods, reproduction and sleep, which is a major determinate of disease outcome (Preslock,
1984: semm, 1980)
Bees, ducks, pigeons, dolphins, bacteria, tuna, and humans all contain magnetite crystals, Fe3O4
which are responsible for orienting our central nervous system to the geomagnetic field of
the earth (Becker, Seldon, 1984)
If you question the existence or the effects on the body remember that the previous statement described
the cause of JET LAG. So if you have ever experienced Jet Lag you will understand the effects on the
body. These are energy based organs that deal with the earth’s magnetic and energy fields.
I have been told that a good acupuncturist can evaluate a patient and tell them how far east and west
from their office they live. This is because the energy flow in the body is very precise to where you live
on the planet and if you drive 30 minutes east or west your energy flow will be that much different than
where you are. Anything that is that precise in the body is there for a very good reason. Then when you
read above that these organs control moods, reproduction and sleep then it is no surprise that they
also determine disease outcome since these three functions are vital for health.
The fact that people do get jet lagged when they stress these organs with high speed travel means that
these organs can be altered or damaged. The fact that some people have very little effect of jet lag and
fully recover in a day or less and others can be functionally disabled for days or weeks indicate that the
health of these organs are as individual in different people as any other organ. Why do we ignore the
health of these organs when they are so important to the health of our patients? It is not because of
ignorance as science has described these organs and their functions in the early 80s.
Do you treat magnetic organs in your office? Do your patients even know that they have magnetic
organs and that they are vital for good health? How many of your patients suffer from jet lag symptoms,
fatigue and mild brain confusion all the time? Do you think directly treating the organs that manage
these symptoms would help a significant number of these patients especially those that do not respond
to other therapy? Do you think routinely treating patients that stress these organs in their job or lifestyle
would benefit?
Do you have pilots and flight attendants as patients in your office? Do you have patients that travel
frequently? Do you have over the road truck drivers as patients? These are just the obvious patients
that may need this type of therapy. Do you think that you could find a couple of patients that you already
have in your office that may need this service?
So how do you treat energy organs without therapeutic energy? The LazrPulsr therapy systems have
specific automatic programs built into your therapy systems for treating the magnetic organs of your

patients.
Finally, how many of the health care centers in your area treat magnetic organs? How much competition
do you think you will have in this field of health care?
Remember that many people that stress their magnetic organs on a consistent basis usually have high
risk precision jobs that depend on the person maintaining focus and alertness and the ability to make
complex and precise decisions in an instant. People with jobs like pilots and truck drivers should receive
proper care for these organs on a routine bases to maintain their health and the health of the people
they serve.
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